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It’s been another really hard year, but with Summer upon us it’s
exciting to be able to get back out in the community.
I want to give a very big thank you to everyone who’s done their bit
by getting vaccinated.
It’s been a frustrating year. If the Federal Government had done its
job on quarantine and the vaccine roll out in 2020, we could have
avoided the months of lockdowns we experienced in 2021. But I’m
proud of how our community has gotten on with it, and done their
bit by getting vaccinated, tested, and isolating.
I know our local small businesses have been doing it particularly
tough in the last lockdown and I’ve been heartened by the support
our community has shown for them. People have been shopping
local and, as we reopen, dining local to support them. It’s great to
see.
As we head into the warmer months and the holidays I hope you’re
all able to enjoy some time with your family and friends. I’m looking
forward to making up for lost time and spending as much time as
I can out and about in the community and seeing you in person.
Remember to keep getting vaccinated!
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A FUTURE MADE
IN AUSTRALIA

HEROES OF
THE PANDEMIC
The COVID pandemic has highlighted

An Albanese Labor government

Our frontline health workers are

the need for Australia to be a country

would establish a $15 billion National

the real heroes in the fight against

that makes things.

Reconstruction Fund to create secure

COVID-19.

jobs for Australian workers, drive
After eight long years of Liberal

While most of us stayed home

regional economic development,

governments the manufacturing

during lockdowns to keep ourselves

boost our sovereign capability and

sector in Melbourne’s West has been

and our community safe, they kept

diversify our economy.

decimated.

showing up in the battle against
COVID day in and day out.
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We’ll also ensure government backs
We’ve lost more than 4,400 highly

Australian businesses and jobs

skilled jobs from the closures of the

through our Buy Australian Plan.

They’re still working incredible hours

Williamstown shipyard, Toyota’s Altona

non-stop to ensure tests are done

factory, the Altona, and more recently

Repair. Restore. Rebuild. That’s Labor’s

and jabs are in arms.

Qenos.

vision for a future made in Australia

Thank you to every health worker out

These aren’t just numbers. They’re

there.

human beings who were proud of

In particular, Dr Mukesh Haikerwal
and his team at the Altona North
Medical Group.
They’ve been national leaders since
the start of the pandemic.
To say thank you on behalf of the
community for their work in keeping
us safe, I recently arranged hampers
for everyone in the vaccination team
from local business, Positive Feeds
full of products sourced from local
and Victorian businesses.

– because a future made in Australia

their jobs. Proud to be able to provide

Find out more about our plan for a

for their families, and to put their kids

Future Made In Australia here

through school and university. People
who have worked at these sites for
decades, until the election of this
government.
It’s clear the Morrison Government is
not on our side.
Australia must be a country that
makes things. But after eight years
in government, the Coalition have
failed to secure Australia’s domestic
manufacturing capability.
Labor has a plan to put the country
back on a road to prosperity. For a
future made in Australia, with a focus
on secure jobs.
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means a future for Australian jobs.

NATURE THROUGH
A DIFFERENT LENSE
If you’ve been following my Facebook page over the last couple of months, you would have seen the 5kms of
Natural Wonders photography competition for primary school aged children in our community.
The competition was run by Ruth

And Ayra’s excellent photo of a bee

Schwarzenholz, a local photographer

among the flowers won the grade

in Altona, and was designed to get

three to six category.

kids outside during lockdown and
looking at the natural world within

Well done to you both. I hope you

their 5 km zone through a different

both enjoy your prizes.

lens.
Thank you to everyone that entered
When Ruth got in touch to tell me

this competition.

about the project, I was delighted
to sponsor some prizes as an extra

I hope that it helped you to view

incentive for the kids to stretch their

your local 5 kilometre zone through

creative capacities.

a different lens and to be present
in our natural environment during

Now the competition has wrapped

a really difficult time for our

up I wanted to give a shout out to

community.

the winners.
I hope everyone who took part
Kara’s lovely photo of a cactus won

continues to get out there in nature

first prize in the prep category.

and keep taking photos.
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MAKING AUSTRALIA A
RENEWABLE ENERGY
SUPERPOWER

Australia’s potential as a renewable energy superpower, to
drive down power prices and to create thousands of new
jobs, particularly in the regions. Rewiring the nation is the

In the lead-up to the Glasgow climate conference,
scientists have confirmed that the current emissions
reduction commitments of governments around the world
will see us on track for 2.7 degrees of global warming
by 2100. That would be a global catastrophe and would
radically change the Australian way of life for our children.
Despite this, the Prime Minister decided to go to the

most important investment we can make in the renewable
energy capability of this nation. It is a no-brainer. We will
connect 100,000 homes using 400 community batteries.
We’ll provide tax cuts for electric vehicles and embrace the
Australian weekend. And we’ll have lots more to say about
this in the lead up to the election.
Find out more about Labor’s climate change plan here

Glasgow conference with a 2030 emissions reduction
target that was set by climate change denier Tony Abbott
as Prime Minister. Before the conference, we saw the
Morrison-Joyce government announce a commitment to
a target of net zero emissions by 2050 yesterday but then
release no detail of how it will be achieved, no modelling
of what it will cost, no new money to achieve the target
and no new legislation to enshrine the target.
Labor has long been committed to achieving net zero
by 2050. We will invest $20 billion to Rewire The Nation,
upgrading our national electricity grid to harness
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YOUTH VOICE IN
PARLIAMENT
The voices of young people in our community
are often overlooked in politics.
That’s why I recently participated in the Youth
Voice in Parliament campaign run by Raise Our
Voice.
As part of this campaign, I was proud to read
a speech about climate change by 13-year-old
Sam Brooker from Altona. I was happy to be
able to meet with Sam over Zoom to talk about
his passion for fighting climate change before
giving the speech .
This was Sam’s speech:
“Our wonderful unique wildlife is dying. You
know it’s true; you’ve seen countless statistics
roll in, heard hundreds of people speak about
the matter, and yet our actions to prevent
climate change have been limited—held
back by people determined to go against the
opposing group, no matter what its policy
is. My vision is that in 20 years time when I
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commute to work I won’t feel guilty. I will be
reassured in the knowledge that the transport
I am using isn’t affecting the environment
around me. In 20 years’ time, it shouldn’t

RESTORING INTEGRITY
IN POLITICS
It is now more than 1,000 days since the Prime Minister
promised to have a national anti-corruption body. Since
then, we have seen successive scandals like sports rorts, car
park rorts, regional rorts and safer seats rorts.
With a number of high profile recent investigations by state
anti-corruption bodies, the need for an equivalent national
body has never been clearer.
An Albanese Labor Government will establish a powerful,
transparent and independent National Anti-Corruption
Commission, with teeth, to help restore integrity to our
Federal Parliament.
Find out more about Labor’s plan for a National
Anti-Corruption Commission

matter who’s in which party or who believes
in what; decisions should be made for the
best of the planet instead of just for personal
gain. Twenty years into the future I want to
see active, wide-scale efforts to clean up our
planet, to reduce and eliminate any further
damage from happening. We will be saving
species, not losing them. The consequences
of your actions and your decisions will be
burdened on the youth of this country and the
youth of tomorrow. Make your choices wisely,
as changes made now could cause irreversible
damage”

I’M HERE TO HELP
As your local MP, I can help you and your family with inquiries
or problems with Commonwealth Government departments
including Centrelink, Immigration, Family Assistance Office,
Veterans Affairs and others. Just give us a call.

timwatts.net.au
tim.watts.mp@aph.gov.au
(03) 9687 7661
97 Geelong Road, Footscray Vic 3011
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